The structural, magnetic, and magnetocaloric properties of polycrystalline (La 0.5 Pr 0.5 ) 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 (LPBMO), fabricated by a conventional solid-state reaction method, are reported herein. LPBMO undergoes a second-order paramagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transition around a Curie temperature T C $ 277 K. The maximum magnetic entropy change ÀDS M max is $ 3.22 J kg À1 K À1 for a magnetic field change of 5 T. Based on the modified Arrott plot and the iterative Kouvel-Fisher methods, a set of critical exponents (b = 0.514 ± 0.010, c = 1.164 ± 0.013, and d = 3.265 ± 0.023) have been determined. These values are close to those expected for the mean-field model with long-range interactions below T C and for the three-dimensional (3D) Ising model with short-range interactions above T C . The effect of A-site codoping (La, Pr) on the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of LPBMO has been analyzed and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic refrigeration (MR), which is a cooling technology based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) of a magnetic solid substance as a refrigerant, has attracted growing attention as it provides a promising alternative solution to conventional gas compression (CGC)-based refrigerators. MR technology possesses notable advantages, such as higher cooling efficiency, compactness, and environmental friendliness. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] There are three important figures of merit for selecting magnetocaloric materials as magnetic refrigerants: the adiabatic temperature change (DT ad ), the magnetic entropy change (DS M ), and the refrigerant capacity (RC). Upon the application of a direct-current (dc) magnetic field, DT ad or DS M should be as large as possible, typically peaking around the magnetic phase-transition temperature of a magnetic material. While DT ad is not often measured experimentally, DS M , calculated through the Maxwell equation from M-H isotherms, enables quick screening of the usefulness of a magnetocaloric material. Another widely used parameter is RC, which represents the amount of heat transferred between the cold and hot sinks in an ideal refrigerant cycle. 9, 10 The RC depends on the magnitude of DS M and its temperature dependence, which are governed by the type of magnetic phase transition. An example of this is Pr 0.5 Sr 0.5 MnO 3 , 11 which exhibits two different temperature ranges: the first-order magnetic transition (FOMT) at low temperature (T N $ 150 K) and the second-order magnetic transition (SOMT) at high temperature (T C $ 250 K). For the case of the FOMT, a large magnetic entropy change is achieved but limited to a narrow temperature region. By contrast, despite having a smaller magnetic entropy change, the SOMT displays a broader DS M (T) over a wider temperature region, resulting in a larger RC. For Pr 0.5 Sr 0.5 MnO 3 , the RC values are $ 145 J kg À1 and $ 200 J kg À1 for the FOMT and SOMT, respectively. 11 Mixed-valence perovskite rare-earth (RE) manganese oxides RE 1Àx M x MnO 3 (RE is a trivalent rare-earth cation, e.g., RE 3+ = La 3+ , Nd 3+ , Pr 3+ and M is a divalent alkali cation, e.g., M 2+ = Ba 2+ , Sr 2+ , Pb 2+ ) have been extensively studied due to their tunable MCE, ease of preparation, and cost-effectiveness. 4, 8, 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] In pure manganites (LaMnO 3 , PrMnO 3 ), the transition-metal atom is predominantly in the Mn 3+ state. [30] [31] [32] The substitution of divalent alkali M 2+ ions for RE 3+ ions produces holes in the e g band, which leads to coexistence of Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ ions. It has been shown experimentally that, while pure REMnO 3 is an insulating antiferromagnet, a hole-doped perovskite manganite RE 1Àx M x MnO 3 can be converted into a conductive ferromagnet. 33 This has been explained using the double-exchange interaction (DE) theory. 34, 35 Based on this DE theory, the transfer of an itinerant e g electron between neighboring Mn sites (local t 2g spins) through the O 2À anion results in a ferromagnetic interaction due to on-site Hund's rule coupling. When placing the material into an external magnetic field, the magnetic field will force the local t 2g spins to align, thus enhancing the ferromagnetic phase. Other theories have also been proposed to interpret the structure-influenced magnetic behavior in RE 1Àx M x MnO 3 , such as the Jahn-Teller effect, 36 the antiferromagnetic superexchange (SE), or orbital and charge ordering. 37 Thus, the magnetic and magnetocaloric behaviors in RE 1Àx M x MnO 3 depend strongly on the Mn 3+ /Mn 4+ ratio. [38] [39] [40] [41] Hole-doped manganese oxides, including Pr 1Àx Ba x MnO 3 16-20 and La 1Àx Ba x MnO 3 , [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] have been shown to exhibit substantial magnetocaloric effects. While La 1Àx Ba x MnO 3 materials display high T C (T C $ 292 K to 342 K), [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] the T C values of Pr 1Àx Ba x MnO 3 materials are considerably lower (T C $ 130 K to 235 K). [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] However, the former gives a low relative cooling power (RCP) value ($ 81.7 J kg À1 at 1 T for La 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 ), 16 while the RCP value for the latter is significantly lower ($ 30 J kg À1 at 1 T for Pr 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 ). 23 There have also been cases of codoping two elements into the M 2+ position such as in La 0.7 Ca 0.3Àx Sr x MnO 3 25 or a combination of two elements in the RE 3+ position such as in La 1Àx Pr x MnO 3 . 26, 27 However, a clear understanding of the effects of A-site codoping on the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties, including the correlation between the magnetic ordering/interaction determined by a set of critical exponents and the MCE around the magnetic phase-transition temperature, in these systems has not been reached.
To gain deeper insight into this, two RE 3+ components (La 3+ and Pr 3+ ) were combined with a 50-50 ratio, and the A-site codoping effects of (La 0.5 Pr 0.5 ) 0.6 Ba 0.4 on the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of (La 0.5 Pr 0.5 ) 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 were investigated systematically. A large magnetic entropy change was found at T C near room temperature, with a RCP indicating that this material is a prospective candidate for magnetic refrigeration. An analysis of the correlation between the magnetic ordering/interaction determined by critical exponents and the MCE around the magnetic phase transition was performed.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The (La 0.5 Pr 0.5 ) 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 (LPBMO) sample was prepared by a conventional solid-state reaction method from a stoichiometric mixture of high-purity (up to 99.9%) La 2 O 3 , Pr 2 O 3 , Ba 2 O 3 , and MnO 2 oxide powders. The sample was presintered at 1000°C for 10 h. The heated sample was cooled to room temperature, reground to fine particles, pressed into pellets, and finally sintered at 1250°C for 10 h.
The structure of this sample was examined by xray diffraction analysis (XRD, D5005; Bruker) using Cu K a radiation. The microstructure and chemical composition were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, 450-FEI). Magnetic measurements including hysteresis loops and isothermal magnetization curves of the sample were performed by vibrating-sample magnetometry (VSM, DSM-880) in magnetic fields up to 1.35 T. The temperature-dependent magnetization M(T) curves were measured on a SQUID device in the temperature range from 5 K to 350 K. The magnetization measurements were conducted by using the vibratingsample magnetometry option of a commercial Quantum Design physical property measurement system (PPMS) in magnetic fields of up to 5 T in the temperature range from 100 K to 319 K. The measurement step was 1 K around the phase transition (274 K to 285 K) and 3 K in the remaining region (100 K to 274 K and 285 K to 319 K). The molecular weight of the (La 0.5 Pr 0.5 ) 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 sample was 241.81 g mol À1 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural Properties
The structural properties of LPBMO were characterized by XRD analysis and SEM. The results are displayed in Fig. 1 and its inset. Figure 1 shows the room-temperature XRD pattern taken from 10°to 80°(2h) at a scanning rate of 0.9°/min. The XRD pattern reveals the single-phase nature of the sample without detectable impurity peaks. All the diffraction peaks could be indexed to the cubic perovskite structure with lattice constant a = 3.93 Å , which is fully consistent with that reported previously. 21, 28, 29 LPBMO exhibits polycrystalline behavior with the maximum intensity for the (110) reflection. The average crystallite size of LPBMO was also calculated using the Debye-Scherrer equation: D ¼ 0:9k bcosh ;, where k = k Cu-Ka = 1.54 Å is the x-ray wavelength of the Cu K a anode, d is the full-width at half-maximum intensity of the peak, and h is the diffraction angle. The average crystallite size was calculated to be 93.4 nm. Note that the small peak at $ 31°appears to be associated with the presence of BaMnO 3Àd , 16, 23, 28 while the peak at $ 72°originated from the XRD background. The amount of BaMnO 3Àd was too small to have any significant influence on the magnetic or MCE properties of the sample. The inset of Fig. 1 displays a SEM image of the surface of LPBMO, indicating that the grains were quite homogeneous with a crystalline size of $ 100 nm, which is also close to that determined from the XRD pattern. The Jahn-Teller (JT) effect occurs on metal ions that contain an odd number of electrons in the e g level, e.g., Mn 3+ ions in an octahedral crystal field with 3d 4 orbital (t 2g 3 e g 1 ). 42 The JT effect causes an ideal cubic structure to be distorted into an orthorhombic structure. However, Mn 4+ ion has only three electrons localized on t 2g , so it is not affected by the JT effect. It has been reported that La 2/3 Ba 1/3 MnO 3 , 22 La 0.7 Ba 0.3 MnO 3 , 28 and La 0.5 Ba 0.5 MnO 3 29 have a cubic structure, so negligible crystal lattice distortion is expected, and Mn 4+ dominates in this case. By contrast, Pr 1Àx Ba x MnO 3 has an orthorhombic structure, [16] [17] [18] [19] so Mn 3+ dominates in this case. It also depends on the so-called tolerance factor t. The substitution of La 3+ ions by Pr 3+ leads to a reduction of the tolerance factor due to the decrease in the mean ionic ratio. This will reduce the geometric stability of Pr 1Àx Ba x MnO 3 . Thus, JT distortion usually appears in the orthorhombic structure but is not allowed in the cubic structure that has a higher symmetry. As LPBMO has a cubic structure, JT lattice distortion is much less significant. This suggests that the DE theory can be used to explain the magnetic properties and critical behavior of the present sample. Fig. 2a shows how the T C was calculated by taking the minimum of the derivative dM/dT. This T C value is significantly higher than that of La 0.5 Pr 0.5 MnO 3 (LPMO) (T C = 137 K 26 and T C = 245 K 27 without Ba 2+ doping). This shows the influence of Ba 2+ doping at the rare-earth (RE = La, Pr) site. The T C values of samples containing only one RE element (La or Pr) with Ba 2+ doping (Pr 1Àx Ba x MnO 3 -PBMO [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] or La 1Àx Ba x MnO 3 -LBMO 20-24 ) were also found to be different from that of (La 0.5 Pr 0.5 ) 0.6-Ba 0.4 MnO 3 . The T C of LPBMO is significantly higher than that of PBMO (T C $ 130 K to 235 K) [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] but lower than that of LBMO (T C $ 292 K to 342 K). [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] The T C of La 0.5 Pr 0.5 MnO 3 with no Ba 2+ doping is also quite low ($ 137 K 26 ), due to the coexistence of both DE and SE interactions. When the DE interaction dominates over the SE interaction, T C is shifted towards a higher temperature range.
Magnetic and Magnetocaloric Properties
The magnetic field dependence of the magnetization (M-H loop) for LPBMO measured at room temperature (T room = 300 K), as shown in Fig. 2b , indicates the room-temperature ferromagnetic characteristic of the material. In the low-magnetic-field regime (l 0 H < 150 mT), the hysteresis curve appears quite clearly, while in the high-magneticfield regime (l 0 H > 150 mT), the magnetization increases rapidly as the magnetic field increases. The maximum magnetization at l 0 H = 12 kOe is M max = 13.37 A m 2 kg À1 . The coercive field is calculated as H C = 3.64 Oe at room temperature, resulting small and therefore beneficial for use as an active magnetocaloric material. In pure manganites (LaMnO 3 , PrMnO 3 ), the transition-metal atom Mn is predominantly in the Mn 3+ state, so the materials order antiferromagnetically below T N . [30] [31] [32] Since only Mn 3+ ions are present in these manganites, the interaction between them is primarily explained by the SE theory. The SE interaction may be ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, but the DE interaction is only ferromagnetic. 34, 35 In the present work, LPBMO shows a ferromagnetic characteristic at room temperature, as seen in Fig. 2b . This is because, in doped manganites, DE interactions appear to occur when replacing a RE 3+ position by divalent ions such as Ba 2+ . Because substitution of a divalent alkali for a trivalent RE 3+ cation will reduce the total charge to retain the neutral charge condition, a part of Mn 3+ changes into Mn 4+ . With the appearance of Mn 4+ , the electrical conductivity increases and ferromagnetism emerges via the DE mechanism. The results indicate that the Ba 2+ -doping has a great influence on the magnetic properties of LPBMO.
The inverse of the magnetic susceptibility, v À1 (T) = l 0 H/M, defined from the M(T) curve in the paramagnetic region, is also shown in Fig. 2a (red curve on right). Because of the broadened PM-FM phase transition, v À1 (T) is only linear in a hightemperature region above 300 K. According to the Curie-Weiss law, in the paramagnetic region,
where N A = 6.022 9 10 23 mol À1 is Avogadro's number, l B = 9.274 9 10 À21 emu is the Bohr magneton, and k B = 1.38016 9 10 À16 erg K À1 [in the centimeter-gram-second (CGS) system of units] is the Boltzmann constant, specifying the Curie-Weiss temperature h and effective magnetic moment l eff . Fitting the linear region of v À1 (T) yields h = 311 K and C = 0.516 emu K mol À1 . h = 311 K is a positive value, which confirms the PM-FM phase transition. The broadened PM-FM phase transition is the cause of the difference between h and T C . The effective magnetic moment l eff can be calculated based on the relationship between C and l eff :
From this equation, l eff = 2.03l B for LPBMO. For La 0.5 Pr 0.5 MnO 3 (LPMO), l eff = 3.3l B . 26 The l eff value of LPBMO is significantly smaller than that of LPMO. The l eff value of LPBMO decreases due to the increase of the Mn 4+ /Mn 3+ ratio, which agrees well with the dominant ferromagnetism in this sample. This also proves that the DE interaction is essential, so the crystal structure is highly symmetric (the cubic structure in Fig. 1 ), and the resulting high T C near room temperature.
To further understand the nature of the PM-FM phase transition, a set of isothermal magnetization M(l 0 H) curves of LPBMO was taken at different temperatures around T C from 100 K to 319 K, with a temperature step interval between subsequent isotherms of dT 1 = 1 K from 274 K to 285 K and dT 2 = 3 K for other temperature ranges, under l 0 H = 0 T to 5 T, as shown in Fig. 3a . The sweep rate of the applied magnetic field was slow enough to ensure that the magnetization curves were obtained in an isothermal process. This set of isothermal magnetization curves is an important measurement from which the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of materials can be assessed. As can be seen in Fig. 3a , the magnetization (M) shows a great change in magnitude at around T C . At the lowest temperature (100 K), even in a low magnetic field ($ 0.1 T), M increases sharply and tends to saturate at l 0 H > 1.5 T. Figure 3b presents the M(T) curves at different applied magnetic fields up to 5 T. The PM-FM phase transition becomes broadened with increase of the applied magnetic field, which is a typical behavior for SOMT materials. From Fig. 3b , the magnetization can be seen to show a great change in the temperature region from 250 K to 300 K, where T C has been calculated ($ 276 K) from the minimum of the derivative dM/dT. This leads to the expectation that the maximum entropy change DS M max will lie around this temperature region. To provide greater clarity on the M(T) broadening, the filled 2-D contour plot of the temperature and applied magnetic field dependences of magnetization is shown in Fig. 3c . The magnetic phase transition extends over a wide range of temperature from 300 K to 250 K from the magnetically disordered PM state to the ordered FM state, and the sharp change in M occurs strongly at $ 275 K. This is also alternatively shown in the filled 2-D contour plot of dM/dT(T, H) in Fig. 3d .
The magnetic entropy change DS M can be specified from the isothermal M(l 0 H) curves using the thermodynamic Maxwell equation 1 :
where M is the magnetization, l 0 H is the applied magnetic field, and T is the temperature, by integrating over the magnetic field. Figure 4a illustrates the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy change ÀDS M for different field changes, l 0 DH = 0.1 T to 5 T. From Fig. 4a , it can be clearly seen that the ÀDS M (l 0 H,T) curves across the PM-FM phase transition are broad. This matches well with the broadened PM-FM transition, as seen in the M(T) curves for high fields (5 T) (Fig. 3b ). All the ÀDS M (l 0 H, T) curves confirm that the maximum value of the magnetic entropy change DS M max increases with increasing magnetic field. It is also observed that all the peaks appear to occur at almost the same temperature, which is close to the T C , $ 276 K. For l 0 DH = 5 T, ÀDS M max is found to be 3.22 J kg À1 K À1 at 276 K. This ÀDS M max value (for l 0 DH = 1 T, ÀDS M max $ 0.9 J kg À1 K À1 ) is smaller than that of Pr 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 (for l 0 DH = 1 T, ÀDS M max $ 1.5 J kg À1 K À1 ) 16 but significantly higher than that of La 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 (for l 0 DH = 1 T, ÀDS M max $ 0.6 J kg À1 K À1 ). 23 This confirms our initial hypothesis that, when combining La 3+ and Pr 3+ , ÀDS M max increases significantly compared with La 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 , while retaining the T C value near room temperature. The l 0 DH dependence of ÀDS M max is quite linear, as shown in Fig. 4b , indicating greater magnetic field entropy changes for greater magnetic field changes. A large ÀDS M max value is one of the parameters resulting in a large RCP, which is an important figure of merit for calculating the cooling efficiency.
The RCP can be defined using the Wood and Potter's method as follows: 43 where dT FWHM = T hot À T cold is the temperature difference at the full-width at half-maximum of the magnetic entropy change curve. A combination of high values of ÀDS M max and dT FWHM is expected to result in a large RCP value. Figure 4c illustrates the magnetic field dependence of dT FWHM . From Fig. 4c , it is easy to see that dT FWHM increases significantly upon increasing l 0 DH, e.g., for l 0 DH = 1 T, dT FWHM = 59 K, and l 0 DH = 5 T, dT FWHM = 84 K. The RCP as a function of l 0 DH is presented in Fig. 4d . When the applied magnetic field increases, the RCP increases significantly, associated with the increase in ÀDS M max (l 0 DH), as can be seen in Fig. 4b . For l 0 DH = 5 T, the RCP of LPBMO is 270 J kg À1 , which is significantly larger than those of Ba 2+doped samples containing only RE 3+ . [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Although the ÀDS M max of LPBMO is not as large as that of PBMO, the dT FWHM is larger, due to the broader Table I summarizes the T C , magnetic field change l 0 DH, maximum magnetic entropy change |DS M max |, and RCP of these samples. The critical exponents near the PM-FM phase transition were studied with the aim of elucidating the critical phenomenon that occurs around the PM-FM phase transition and relating it to the observed ÀDS M (l 0 H) behavior, as shown below.
Critical Exponents
In SOMT materials, the critical behavior of the PM-FM phase transition can be defined by a set of three critical exponents, b, c, and d, 44 which has been correlated with the magnetocaloric behavior of SOMT materials. The first critical exponent b is associated with the spontaneous magnetization M S (T); the second critical exponent c is associated with the initial inverse susceptibility v 0 À1 (T); and the last one d is associated with the field dependence of the critical isotherm magnetization M(l 0 H) at T C . 44 These three exponents can be determined according to the following power-law relations: 45
where e is the reduced temperature, e = (T À T C )/ T C , and M 0 , H 0 , and D are the critical amplitudes. Based on the Arrott-Noakes equation of state 46 where A and B are materialdependent parameters and T C can be recalculated using the modified Arrott plot (MAP) method. For this purpose, the isothermal magnetization M(l 0 H) data were reformulated into M 1/b [(l 0 H/M) 1/c ]. The correct exponents are those that linearize M 1/b versus (l 0 H/M) 1/c , and T C is defined from the critical isotherm which passes through the origin.
With the purpose of establishing the corresponding MAP for studying the critical behavior near the PM-FM phase transition, four theoretical exponential models should be considered: the mean-field model (b = 0.5, c = 1.0), 47 the 3D Ising model (b = 0.325, c = 1.240), 47 the 3D Heisenberg model (b = 0.365, c = 1.336), 47 and the tricritical meanfield model (b = 0.25, c = 1). 48 The spontaneous magnetization M S (T) and the initial inverse susceptibility v 0 À1 (T) were specified from the intercepts of Fig. 5b .
Furthermore, the critical exponents b, c, and d can also be calculated using the Kouvel-Fisher (KF) method by reformulating Eqs. 1 and 2 as follows: 50
After plotting the M S versus (dM/dT) À1 and v 0 À1 versus dv 0 À1 /dT, the two linear fits are displayed in Fig. 5c . For temperatures below T C , the result for the critical exponent b is b KF = 0.514 ± 0.007 and the Curie temperature is T C1 = 276.56 ± 2.40. For temperatures above T C , the result for the critical exponent c is c KF = 1.164 ± 0.005 and the Curie temperature is T C2 = 276.68 ± 2.52. The critical exponent d can be calculated using the Widom scaling equation, 49 yielding d KF = 3.265 ± 0.012. The critical exponents of LPBMO calculated using the MAP and KF methods are listed in Table II for comparison purposes. The good agreement between these two methods confirms that the calculated values of the critical exponents are reliable.
The iterative MAP and KF methods allow an exact determination of a set of true critical exponents. From these two methods, the critical behavior for LPBMO is found with the critical exponent b = 0.514, which is very close to that of the meanfield model (b = 0.5), and the critical exponent c = 1.164 lies between the mean-field model (c = 1) and the 3D Ising model (c = 1.241). Below T C , this represents a long-range ferromagnetic interaction belonging to the mean-field model, while above T C , it describes ferromagnetic short-range interactions belonging to the 3D Ising model. This appears to be a common feature of doped manganite systems. 40, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] It is generally accepted that the presence of ferromagnetic clusters with a short-range interaction in the paramagnetic region in the vicinity of the PM-FM phase transition broadens the phase transition and hence the temperature range where the DS M (T) peak occurs. 51, 57 The value of DS M is usually lower compared with the case in the absence of ferromagnetic clusters. Control over the density and size of the magnetic clusters may provide a plausible approach for designing magnetocaloric materials with enhanced cooling efficiency for active magnetic refrigeration. Based on the power-law relations at T = T C in Eq. 3:
Þ , the critical exponent d can also be calculated by taking twosided natural logarithms of Eq. 3. After that, a loglog plot of the applied magnetic field dependence of the magnetization lnM[ln(l 0 H)] at temperatures in the vicinity of T C is shown in Fig. 5d . Based on Eq. 3, the critical exponent d can be defined from the inverse slope of the critical isotherm analysis (CIA). :
where n is an additional scaling exponent for the magnetic field dependence of the peak in the magnetic entropy change.
To determine the scaling exponent n using Eq. 6, the ÀDS M max and l 0 H values are rescaled to ln(-DS M max ) and ln(l 0 H) by taking two-sided natural logarithms (Eq. 6). The slope of the linear fit of ln(ÀDS M max ) versus ln(l 0 H) yields n = 0.756 ± 0.029 for l 0 H = 1.68 T to 5 T. Rescaling the l 0 H axis to produce a plot of ÀDS M max versus (l 0 H) n with n = 0.756 results in the expected linear relationship (Fig. 6a) .
The relationship between the scaling exponent (n) and the magnetization and susceptibility exponents (b and c) can be expressed as n ¼ 1 þ bÀ1 bþc . 60 From these critical exponents, b and c calculated using the MAP and KF methods, n MAP and n KF , are defined by using the above equation, which yields n MAP = 0.710 ± 0.033 and n KF = 0.710 ± 0.019. Besides, b and c can be determined from n, resulting in 0.561 and 1.240 for b and c, respectively. The calculated critical exponents are listed in Table II for ease of comparison. Once again, the critical exponent n is found to be close to that of the meanfield model. In addition to Banerjee's criterion-based 61 Arrott plots to determine the type of magnetic phase transition, another method based on the universal curves of ÀDS M (T) has been proposed by Franco et al. 62 For SOMT materials, a universal curve can be built up to depict ÀDS M (T) at different magnetic fields, l 0 DH. Then, all the ÀDS M (T) curves at different values of l 0 DH should collapse onto a single universal curve, when DS M is normalized to DS M max and the temperature axis needs to be rescaled as 62 :
where T r1 and T r2 are two reference temperatures below and above T C satisfying the relation DS M (T r1 ) = DS M (T r2 ) = f 9 DS M max with f = 0.5 for this study. Figure 6b shows the DS M /DS M max versus h curve from 1 T to 5 T, in which the data indeed collapse onto a universal master curve. It has been suggested that the existence of a universal curve of DS M /DS M max versus h is conclusive proof of the SOMT nature. 62 A universal curve cannot be constructed for the case of FOMT materials.
Finally, to reconfirm the validity of all the critical exponents determined from the MAP and KF methods, these exponents can be tested by scaling analysis via the static scaling hypothesis, which relates to the magnetization M and applied magnetic field l 0 H. The isothermal magnetization data are rescaled based on the renormalized equation of state 63
where the plus and minus signs indicate the temperature ranges above and below T C , respectively; m " |e| Àb M(H, e) and h " |e| Àbd H are the renormalized magnetization and magnetic field, respectively. The expression f ± (h) = M(h, e/ |e| = ± 1) determines two universal curves onto which the rescaled magnetization data should collapse above and below T C . 63 Figure 7a , b shows a good collapse of the rescaled magnetization data Magnetic Interactions and Magnetocaloric Effect in (La 0.5 Pr 0.5 ) 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 : Effect of A-Site Codoping based on Eqs. 8 and 9. This collapse confirms that all the calculated critical exponents are correct.
CONCLUSIONS
The structural and magnetic properties, magnetocaloric effect, and critical behavior of polycrystalline (La 0.5 Pr 0.5 ) 0.6 Ba 0.4 MnO 3 were studied in the present work. The material undergoes a secondorder paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic phase transition at around T C = 277 K, near room temperature. The maximum magnetic entropy change ÀDS M max is $ 3.22 J kg À1 K À1 for a field change of 5 T. The enhancement of the RCP is the result of the large magnetic entropy change and the broadened PM-FM phase transition. A detailed analysis of the critical exponents (b = 0.514 ± 0.010, c = 1.164 ± 0.013, and d = 3.265 ± 0.023) indicates a long-range ferromagnetic interaction below T C but a short-range interaction above T C , causing the broadening of the PM-FM phase transition and consequently enhancing the RCP. 
